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Abstract
We define resonances for .Af—particle Hamiltonians with pair potentials

which are not dilation analytic.

1 Introduction
We consider in this paper TV—particle Hamiltonians

" £iA*.+ !>;(*<-*>)
«=1 ' i<j

on L2(R.Nv). A rigorous mathematical theory of resonances for such Hamiltonians

has been developped in the pioneering papers by Aguilar-Combes [Ag-Co]
for 2-particle Hamiltonians and Balslev-Combes [Ba-Co] for arbitrary N. In
this approach resonances are defined as complex eigenvalues of some non
selfadjoint deformation of H. However in these two papers it is essential that the
pair potentials are dilation analytic, which roughly means that the Vij(y) have
to extend holomorphically in a cone {|Imz| < C|Äe2:|}. For some applications
(like for example JV—particle Hamiltonians where some particles have infinite
mass) it proved necessary to extend the class of potentials in order to accept
potentials which are analytic only near infinity. This was done for 2—particle
Hamiltonians by a number of authors (see [Si], [S], [Cy], [Hu]), by introducing
variants of the dilation method.

However it seems that no such results are known for N—particle Hamiltonians

when N > 3. For example there is no definition of resonances in the
literature even when the pair potentials have compact support.

* Permanent actress: Centre de Mathématiques, Ecole Polytechnique 91128 Palaiseau Cedex
France.
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The goal of this note is to fill this gap by defining resonances for JV—particle
Hamiltonians when the pair potentials are analytic only near infinity. This is
done using the analytic distortion method of Hunziker [Hu] with a vector field
which respects the JV—particle structure of the potential. This vector has been

originally introduced by Graf [Gr] to prove propagation estimates for AT—particle
Hamitonians and is now a fundamental tool in the scattering theory for such

systems.
Let us now describe more in details the class of Hamiltonians which we will

consider. We study a straightforward extension of JV—body Hamiltonians called
Agtnon Hamiltonians (cf [Ag]). One considers a finite dimensional real vector
space X with a positive definite quadratic form g(x,x), and a finite familly
{Xa}, a £ A of linear vector subspaces of X which is closed under intersection
and obeying C\atAXa {0} and X G {Xa}. One denotes by Xa the space X^,
by ira, 5Ta the orthogonal projections on X" and X„.

On A one puts a partial ordering by saying that 6 < a if Xh C X". With
this ordering A is a lattice and one gets that XflmaK {0} and Xamln X. Let
Dx jdx and let (x) (1 + g(x,x))ll2. For a £ A, one denotes by Ja the
maximal number k such that ai a < a-2 ¦ ¦ ¦ < ak amax.

If JV famin, one defines a (generalized) JV—body Hamiltonian by :

H ±g(Dx,Dx) + V(x),

where : V(x) ^2aeA Va(irax) and g is the dual quadratic form on X' associated
with g. For simplicity of notations, we will simply denote g(Dx,Dx) by Dx.

For a G A, we denote by Ha the Hamiltonian H — Ia(x), where Ia(x)
Ysb^a Vb(xb). One has also Ha \D2a + Ha, where H" is the Hamiltonian
acting on L2(Xa) defined by Ha \Da2 + Va(xa) for Va(xa) £6<0 Vb(xh).

We will assume that the potentials Va satisfy the following hypotheses :

Hl)VaeL°°(Xa).

H2) Va extends holomorphically in

{z € C* | \Rez\ < R, \Imz\ < e0\Rez\},

for some R, eo. and satisfies in this region :

HS) lim Va(z) 0.
z—*oo

The condition that Va G L°°(Xa) is purely for illustrative purposes. The extension

to singular potentials is easy.
Let us now give the plan of this paper. In Section 2, we recall the definition

of the Graf's vector field and prove two important properties. In Section 3 we
define resonances as eigenvalues of the distorted Hamiltonian and prove that
they coincide with poles of the meromorphic continuation of the resolvent.
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2 The distortion vector field
To define the complex distortion, we will use a vector field originally introduced
by Graf [Gr] to prove propagation estimates for JV—body Hamiltonians. For the
reader's convenience, we will briefly recall its construction.

Let us first introduce some notations. For a <b one defines :

b b b a b
xa := Tr"xa x — x icax

Note that :

t b\2 2 2 b2 al(x°ay xza-xf x" - xaA

One puts then :

(2.1) Ja(x) := J] F((x{)2 > qi) fl F((x°g)2 < q°g),

a<f g<a

where F(x £ A) denotes the characteristic function of A. The constants q% are
chosen equal to :

„a „a „b
lb =4 -

where

q _ f q*»-1 if a # amin

\ 0 if a amin.

For a mollifier <j> G C?(X) with :

<t> > 0, / <j>(x)dx 1, / x<j>(x)dx 0, supp^ C {\x\ < <?},

one then defines :

ja(x) := Ja*4>(x).

We will use the following properties of ja (see [Gr]) :

Lemma 2.1

0 EaeAJ°(x)=l-

ii) 3Co such that \xa\ < Co on suppja-

iii) 3Ci such that V6 £ a, \xh\ >C\, on suppja-

We then define the distortion vector field :

vc(x) := Y,J«(q)x<'-
aÇA
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the constant C will have to be chosen large enough later. For ease of notations
we will usually forget the subscript C and write simply v(x) for vc(x). We
remark that if JV 2, then Vc(x) is identical to the distortion vector field of
[Hu]. Note the following estimate, which follows directly from Lemma 2.1 :

(2-2) |fl£M«)| < C°> Va € N-

Let us now recall the definition of the distortion associated with vc given in
[Hu]. Since Vxvc(*) O(l), the mapping

X B x i-> x + 0vc(x)

is invertible for 9 G R, \9\ < Co. So we can define the unitary transformation
Ut on L2(X) by

Ueu(x) := J$u(x + 0vc(x)),

for Jt det(6,-* + dkv'). One then puts

He := UtHUe'1

\UtD2U;1 + Ve(x).

Here

UtDlUf1 jpDiJfJtJfDkJ;*,
Vt(x) V(x + 9vc(x)),

where (JJfc) is the inverse of the matrix (Jt)ik and summation over repeated
indices is understood.

The goal is now to extend Ht to complex values of 0. The first important
property of v is the following :

Proposition 2.2 Assume that :

V(x)='£va(x°),
aÇA

where Va satisfy the conditions H). Then for C large enough, there exist co,c\
such that :

0 t-+ Ve(x) := V(x + Ovc(x))

extends from 0 G R. as a function holomorphic in

{9 G C | |Ae0| < c0, \Im9\ < ci}

with values in L°°(X).
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proof, it suffices to consider a potential V»(i6). For 9 G R, we write :

Vb(x" + 9t"v(x)) Vb(x" + 9 Ea€A Ja(S)*0*«)

H(«» + »E^«.i.(ê)«*«.).
since 7T*a;0 0 if 6 < a. Next we observe that on «uppjo(^), one has :

(2.3) |xa| < CoC, \xh\ > CiC, V6 £ a.

So:
(2.4) |*»*a| \xhx - tt»x0| < |*»| + CoC.

By (2.3), we see that

Y2 Mç)*0*«
a£A,bf.a

is supported in {\xh\ > C\C}, so that

Vb(xh + 9 YI J*(%)*bXa)
a£A,b£a

is clearly analytic in 9 for \xb\ < C\C. By H), we can now pick C large enough
such that if |ar*| > CXC then

9 H+ V»(>* + 9yb)

is holomorphic in |im0| < co for some c0 > 0, uniformly for |y'| < C2|x6|. But
using (2.4), we have :

i YI i.(§)»**.i<<*i«*i,
a€A,bf.a

in {\xb\ > CiC}, so that

9 ?-? Vb(xb + 9nbv(x))

is holomorphic in 9 as claimed. O

To state the second property, we introduce another partition of unity. It is
well known (see for example [C.F.K.S]), that there exist a partition of unity :

(2.5) 1 YI «•(*)•
|o<2

with the following properties :

?aœ„ G C8°(l*l < 2),

for fa 2, suppqa C {* G X \ \x\ > 1, |**| > e0|ar|, V6 £ a},

for fla 2, «0 G C°°(X), \Vxqa\ < C(x)~K
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We will denote by g0,fi(x) the scaled functions qa(j[)- In the next proposition,
we will denote by Vç(x") a vect°r field on X" defined exactly as vc, replacing
X by X" and the set of indices „4 by the subset {6 G A | b < a}. Accordingly
in the definition of the constants qf for b, d < a, one has to replace J6 by fb
defined as the maximal number k such that :

bi b < a2 ¦ ¦ ¦ < bk a.

Note that by the Jordan-Dedekind chain condition, one has :

(2.6) |6+l f6+»a.

Proposition 2.3 For any C > 0, there exist R > 0 such that Va with |a 2

one has :

vc(x) xa + vac(xa)

on suppqaR.

proof, let us consider

vc(x) Y,J>>(ç)xt>-

On suppqatR one has

1*1 >fl, |**| > co|*|, iffc^a-

So for R large enough, one has :

vc(x) Trb<ah(%)xb

x
E»<.i»(#K+

(2.7)
(E»<« *(£))*»

E»<.i»(S)*» + «.

on suppqaR. For 6 < a, we write :

i»(§) Jjb(^ + y)Hy)dy

and replace Jj by its expression given in (2.1). If x G suppqaijt, y G supp<t>, and

/ j£ a, one has :

(^ + y^H^-^-^ +^
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since \x* | > e0R and |£ + yb\ < C0 if Jb(% + y) ^ 0. If we put

Ji(xa) := Tlb<J<aF((x{)2 >q()Jlil<bF((xb9)2 <qbg),

we obtain that on suppqaji, jb(x) is equal to

/ Jb(^ + ya)<i>(y)dy,

which is a function similar to jb if we replace X by X", the mollifier <j> by

<f>a(xa) I 4>(x)dxa,
Jx.

and (see (2.6)) the constant C by Cg1-'". Using (2.7), this completes the proof
of the Proposition. D

3 The resonances
In this section we describe the spectrum of the distorted Hamiltonian Ht and
define the resonances as the discrete eigenvalues of Hg. We show that the
resonances are the poles of the meromorphic continuation of matrix elements of
the resolvent (<j>, (z — H)-1^) for suitable analytic vectors <f>, t/>.

As in [Hu], we denote by F the space of entire functions in C" which decay
faster than any power of (z) in some cone

{z G C | |/mz| < e{Rez)}

for some e > 0. We define the set A of analytic vectors by

A := {/ G L2(X) | f(x) 4>(x) for some V G F}.

As in [Hu], one has :

Lemma 3.1 i) for any f £ A, the map

9~Ugf£ L2(X)

is analytic in K := {9 £ C | |Ae0| < e0, \Im9\ < ei}.
»»^ for any 9 £ K, the image of A under Ut is dense in L2(X).

We first analyse the spectral properties of Ht-

Theorem 3.2 i) Ht with domain H2(X) is closed and one has :

ll«ll*>(X) < C(\\Htu\\ + ||«||), V« G H\X).
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ii) Ht is m-sectorial with a sector :

S {z £ C | |arg(z)| < b < tt/2}.

iii) the essential spectrum of Ht is equal to

*-(H,)= (J <,(#?)+—L-yRfa
|a=2 * '

Definition 3.3 The points in <T(/fj)\<regg(iTj) are called the resonances of H.

proof, let us first prove i) and ii). Since Vt is a bounded operator, it suffices
to prove the corresponding statements with Ht replaced by Ho,t \UtD2Ugl.
The Hamiltonian Ho,e is a second order differential operator with principal
symbol equal to :

T(x,Z) (A(x)i,i),
where A(x) B~1(x), B(x) *JJ, and J 1 + 0Vt>. So A is diagonal in a
basis of eigenvectors of the selfadjoint matrix V« with eigenvalues :

(3.1) 1 + 20A,- + 292\2i,

where Ai < • • • < An are the eigenvalues of Vt;. So we see that for \9\ < Co :

\T(x,Z)\>\Z\2,

which proves i) by standard elliptic theory. To prove ii),vre remark that by (3.1)
the principal symbol T(x, £) takes its values in a convex cone strictly included in
S. Then ii) follows from this observation using for example Gärding's inequality
(see [Hö]).

Let us now prove iii) by induction on the number of particles. For JV 2,

iii) is proven in [Hu]. Let us assume that Theorem 3.2 holds for all M—particle
Hamiltonians with M < N — l. For a ^ amax, let us denote by H$ the distorted
Hamiltonian on L2(Xa) obtained with the vector field v", and by Ha>t the
Hamiltonian :

Ha,t := Hae +
2{1 + 0)2D2a-

Using the partition of unity defined in (2.5) and Proposition 2.3, we obtain :

Ht E|a=2 9a,RHa,t+

?am.»,H^» + E|a=2 Ia,tqa,R-

Using the fact that H$ is m-sectorial by the induction hypothesis and Ichinose's
lemma (see [R-S]), we get that :

a(Hatt) a(HS) + -^y^+-
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By the induction hypothesis we also have :

(3.2) IM|n»(jc) < C(\\Ha,tu\\ + IMI), Vu G H2(X),

which shows as in [Hu] that :

rR+*-(*•)= U'W)+(rr^
This completes the proof of the Theorem. D

Finally we can identify the resonances of H with poles of the meromorphic
continuation of the resolvent.

Theorem 3.4 For any <f>,ij> £ A the quantity (V>,(z — H)~xij)) extends mero-
morphically in z from {z £ C | Imz > 0} to C\«res,(ffj) with poles at the

resonances of H. One has :

°&c(Ht) (J { poles of (V>, (z - #)~V)}.
<t>,1>eA

If X is a discrete eigenvalue of (Ht0), and 9 varies continuously, A remains a

discrete eigenvalue of Ht as long as A stays in C\eress(/f«).

proof, the proof is exactly the same as in [Hu, Thm 4]. D
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